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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 30 (1994), 9 { 16CLOSURE CONDITIONS OF COMMUTATIVITYV. J. Havel, J. KloudaAbstract. There are investigated some closure conditions of Thomsen type in 3-webs which gurantee that at least one of coordinatizing quasigroups of a given 3-webis commutative.We will pose the following question: Which is a necessary and sucient condi-tion (in form of a conditional identity with constants) for a given quasigroup Q tobe isotopic with a commutative quasigroup? We shall show that such a conditionis the fullling of a closure condition of Thomsen type (with constants) in the3-web over Q. x1 Thomsen closure conditionwith respect to two constant linesLetQ= (Q; ) be a quasigroup of order > 1 andWQthe 3-web overQ. The set ofall points is QQ and the three line pencils are ff(a; y)jy 2 Qgja 2 Qg (horizontallines), ff(x; b)jx 2 Qgjb 2 Qg (vertical lines) and ff(x; y)jx  y = cgjc 2 Qg (skewlines). We designate these lines briey by l (1)a , l (2)b , l (3)c , respectively. Let in Q thecommutativity x  q = q  x for all x; q 2 Q be valid. This quasigroup identity canbe expressed geometrically by special labelings of both pencils of vertical lines andhorizontal lines: for every x 2 Q, the points l (2)q u l (1)x , l (1)q u l (2)x must lie on thesame skew line. We use the symbol u for denotation of the intersection point oftwo lines from dierent pencils.1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : Primary 05B30, Secondary 20N05.Key words and phrases: coordinatizing quasigroups of a 3-web, 3-web closure conditions withrespect to constant lines, commutative quasigroups.Received June 3, 1992.
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) there hold the closure conditionX2 = Y 2) (X3 u v)2 u Y 23 = (Y 3 u h)2 uX13with constant lines v 2 L
1
, h 2 L
2
( the Thomsen condition with respect toconstant lines v, h ; denotation: Tv;h). We assert that, consequently, there is acommutative coordinatizing quasigroup of W.














! Q, l 7!(luv)3uh whereas 
3
rests arbitrary. Thus x  y = z , 
3




(l)Fig. 3v [[[[[[l (3)xy hAAAAAAAA y x Fig. 4 '''' Vl (3)xy WNNNNNNl (3)yxv ''''''''''  h''''''''''''''' X = x Y = y Fig. 5





















































, i.e. the conclusion of T .Remark 2 (on preserving of the commutativity by all loop isotopies):All loop isotopies of a given commutative loop L preserve commutativity if L isa commutative group (so that, consequently, every loop isotopic to a commutativegroup is also a commutative group).Examples of commutative loops distinct to groups: central nilpotent loops ofclass 2 (they are found rstly by Geritt Bol in 1937, cf. [6]) or totally symmetricloops.Now we start with a given commutative quasigroupQ= (Q; ), choose arbitrarypermutations , ,  of Q and form the isotopic quasigroup Q0 = (Q; 0) such that(x0y) = (x)(y) for all x; y 2 Q. Thus the commutativity ofQ0, x0y = y0x, canbe written as  1  (x)(y) =  1  (y)(x) or, more simply,x'(y) = y '(x)with ' =  1 . As ,  were arbitrary, also ' is arbitrary. Let a be a xed elementof Q. If we put y = a we get x  '(a) = a  '(x) so that '(x) = L 1
1
R'( a) (x),' = L 1
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1 2 P3for all points P of W (cf. Fig.8) :
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)3 (assertion (a)). If we take as a new position of Pthe point P = P3 u v
1














1, so that (P2u v
2




3 (assertion (b)).If we take as a new position of P the point P = P2u v
1






3 (assertion (c)).We see that Tv1;v2;h1;h2 ) Tv1;h1 and, by Theorem 1, there exists a commutativecoordinatizing quasigroup of W.The direct proof that Tv1;v2;h1;h2 implies the existence of a commutative coordi-natizing quasigroup ofW uses the following labeling of lines ofW: Let Q be chosenas (the point set) v
1








and b = v
1
u h




. A vertical line v and a horizontal line h have the same labelx 2 v
1
if and only if x 2 h, x3u v
1








1is  (b  y)b   a(x  a) (cf. Fig. 9). As a; b 2 C, this label is equal to y x and the
















such that W satises the closure conditionTv1;v2;h1;h2 . References[1] Pickert, G., Projektive Ebenen, Berlin - Heidelberg - New York, 1975.[2] Bruck, R. H., What is a loop?, Studies in Modern Algebra, Prentice - Hall (1963), 59-99.
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